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The video quality of the selected movie is 48 frames per second, with the selected audio channels being rear, center,
surround, 5.1, and 7.1. The video is uploaded in JPG format to keep the size of the file as minimal as possible. If you

are on Windows, you need to download the latest official VLC media player version 3.0.6 Rincewind to play your
video files. You can download it from VLC Download for Windows. It would be the first time that Bollywood superhero
films will be made in the VFX style. The film does not revolve around an advanced technology like Iron Man Mark II or

Godzilla. Instead, the film features several characters who are playing a hero. This is one of the best superhero
movies released in India so far and hopefully, the entire team will be successful in making movies like this. BANK

CHOR is a simple film about three amateur crooks who plan to rob a bank and the situations which arise after their
robbery. The film starts off with a Vaastu Shastra believing sloppy thief Champak Chandrakant Chiplunkar (Riteish

Deshmukh) along with his two inexperienced accomplices Ghenda (Bhuvan Arora) and Gulab (Vikram Thapa). Citing
unavoidable personal reasons, Champak and his two friends land up to loot the Bank Of Indians. Seeing the

helplessness of the staff and the customers inside the bank after the robbery, Champak has a change of heart and
decides to surrender to the police who surround the bank by then. On the other hand, the CBI officer Amjad Khan

(Vivek Oberoi) is handed over the case. As a part of his plan, Amjad declares that there is an undercover cop who is
inside the bank. This creates total unrest amongst everyone inside the bank. On probing, it gets revealed that the
undercover cop is someone by the name of Jugnu (Sahil Vaid). Just as everyone thinks that the situation is under
control, Amjad Khan confesses to his lie about the presence of an undercover cop inside the bank. Theres also a

possibility of one more chor hiding inside the bank. Amidst all this, an unexpected twist takes place, thus changing
the course of the story completely upside down. Does Amjad Khan manage to catch hold of the real bank chor, who

is the real bank chor and what is the real reason behind this bank robbery plot is what forms the rest of the film.
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